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Parvocellular and magnocellular neurons in the dorsal lateral 
geniculate nucleus of macaque monkeys were recorded 
electrophysiologically and then injected with HRP. The in- 
jected neurons were examined with the electron microscope. 
Synaptic terminals contacting the dendrites of individual 
neurons were classified and the synapses counted to esti- 
mate the number and distribution of each type over the entire 
dendritic tree. 

Seven parvocellular and 2 magnocellular neurons were 
analyzed. Two of the parvocellular neurons had presynaptic 
dendrites and no axons. These interneurons had electro- 
physiological characteristics much like those of relay neu- 
rons with the exception that their receptive field center re- 
sponses had the opposite sign; i.e., they had OFF centers, 
while most neurons around them had ON centers. 

All of the relay neurons had similar types and distributions 
of terminal contacts. However, the distribution of each syn- 
aptic type along the dendrites of an individual neuron was 
not homogeneous. Retinal and F terminals were located pre- 
dominantly on proximal dendrites whereas RSD terminals, 
either from the cortex and/or brain stem, predominated on 
the intermediate and distal dendrites. Parvocellular neurons 
were estimated to have about 500 total synapses on their 
dendritic trees, while magnocellular neurons had about 3000 
total synapses on their dendritic trees. The retinal terminals 
making synaptic contacts with magnocellular neurons were 
also presynaptic to terminals containing flattened vesicles; 
these latter terminals also had synapses onto the magno- 
cellular neuron’s dendrites. Such a synaptic arrangement is 
called a triadic arrangement, or triad. Parvocellular neurons 
rarely had such triadic arrangements. 

In comparing these data with those of the cat, it was con- 
cluded that the major synaptic difference between relay cell 
types in both species (Class 1 /Class 2 cells for the cat and 
parvo/magno cells for the monkey) was the frequent occur- 
rence of triads for Class 2 cells and magnocellular cells 
versus the infrequent occurrence of triads for Class 1 cells 
and parvocellular cells. Although these triadic arrangements 
have been studied for over 2 decades, their function has yet 
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to be determined, but probably relates to inhibition of retinal 
signals at dendrites of magnocellular neurons in the monkey 
and Class 2 cells in the cat. 

Information about the source of afferents to the lateral geniculate 
nucleus (LGN), termination sites of those afferents, and their 
interneuronal connections are all prerequisites for interpreting 
physiological data and for establishing better models of function 
for this sensory nucleus. Known afferents to the monkey’s LGN 
include retinal ganglion cell axons as the primary sensory input 
and a large cortical feedback from areas 17, 18, and MT (e.g., 
Spatz et al., 1970; Lin and Kaas, 1977). The synaptic sites of 
these afferents on individual dendrites have previously been 
characterized by observations with the electron microscope (EM) 
of single thin sections or a short series of thin sections (e.g., 
Guillery and Colonnier, 1970; Winfield, 1980). However, the 
distributions of different afferent types and their total number 
onto the dendritic trees of single neurons could not be directly 
determined with these methods. 

Afferents to the monkey’s LGN also arise from the brain stem, 
but the specific nuclei supplying these afferents, their morphol- 
ogy, density, and sites of termination, including their postsyn- 
aptic structures, and their physiological significance have been 
studied relatively little (e.g., Singer, 1977; Burke and Cole, 1978, 
for reviews of earlier publications, see Harting et al., 1978, 1986; 
Morrison and Foote, 1986; Wilson and Hendrickson, 1988). 

Local circuit neurons or interneurons are believed to provide 
the major inhibitory terminals that are critically important to 
the function of the LGN, and while some of their anatomical 
characteristics have been studied, their physiological properties 
are unknown for the monkey. Estimates of the percentage of 
interneurons in the monkey’s LGN range from l-25% in the 
parvocellular laminae and 3-35% in the magnocellular laminae 
(Norden and Kaas, 1978; Hgmori et al., 1983; Hendrickson et 
al., 1983; Montero and Zempel, 1986). The output connections 
of interneurons appear to be by way of terminals from presyn- 
aptic dendrites and local axons (Hgmori et al., 1975, 1978; 
Montero, 1987). These terminals have flattened or pleomorphic 
vesicles, contain GABA as their transmitter, and are almost 
certainly inhibitory to their postsynaptic targets (see Hendrick- 
son et al., 1983). 

Considerably more data are available on the electrophysio- 
logical and light microscopic properties of relay neurons in the 
LGN. In particular, LGN relay neurons in the monkey can be 
separated into the major catagories of magnocellular and par- 
vocellular types (Clark, 1932; Kaas et al., 1978). The primary 
physiological differences between the 2 types are the high con- 
trast sensitivies, broad-band spectral responses, fast axonal con- 
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duction velocities, and phasic responses of magnocellular cells 
compared with parvocellular cells, which have low contrast sen- 
sitivities, narrow-band spectral tuning, slower axonal conduc- 
tion velocities, and generally tonic responses to appropriate 
stimuli (Marrocco and Brown, 1975; Dreher et al., 1976; Mar- 
rocco, 1976; Sherman et al., 1976; Lee et al., 1979; Blakemore 
and Vital-Durand, 198 1, 1986; Marrocco et al., 1982; Derring- 
ton and Lennie, 1984; Shapley and Perry, 1986). Cells of the 
LGN can also be divided physiologically into ON and OFF center 
types. These types have an anatomical separation for the par- 
vocellular neurons in that the ON center cells are located mostly 
in laminae 5 and 6 and the OFF center cells are located mostly 
in laminae 3 and 4 (Schiller and Malpeli, 1978). Magnocellular 
ON and OFF cells are intermixed in laminae 1 and 2. An im- 
portant physiological difference has been observed for magno- 
cellular neurons in terms of their linear or nonlinear responses 
to grating patterns (Blakemore and Vital-Durand, 198 1; Shapley 
et al., 1981), but it is currently unknown if this difference has 
a morphological correlate in the LGN. In Galago, 2 of the lam- 
inae and the interlaminar zones contain a further physiological 
class of neuron with very heterogeneous properties (Norton and 
Casagrande, 1982; Irwin et al., 1986). Theses neurons probably 
correspond to neurons in the intercalated and S laminae of other 
monkeys (Fitzpatrick et al., 1983; Weber et al., 1983). Several 
further physiological classifications can be made for monkey 
LGN neurons, but there are little or no data on their anatomical 
correlates, and some of the classes probably relate to differences 
determined in the retina rather than being related to LGN cir- 
cuitry (e.g., Wiesel and Hubel, 1966; DeValois et al., 1967; 
Abramov, 1968; DeMonasterio and Gouras, 1975; Gielen et 
al., 1981). 

In order to study the physiology, morphology, and connec- 
tions of neurons in the cat’s LGN, Friedlander et al. (198 1) used 
the method of intracellular injection of HRP. With this tech- 
nique, a neuron could be recorded electrophysiologically and 
then the soma and entire dendritic tree of the same neuron 
studied with light microscopy. Furthermore, this method pro- 
vided the distinct advantage of allowing the neuron to be ex- 
amined at the EM level. Thus, the synaptic inputs to an indi- 
vidual neuron that had been studied physiologically could be 
determined. Because many of the presynaptic terminals in the 
LGN could be identified at the EM level without specific la- 
beling, their number and distribution onto different types of 
neurons could be studied. This method has been previously used 
to examine the microcircuitry of the cat’s LGN (Wilson et al., 
1984). The purpose of the present study was to carry out a 
similar analysis in the monkey’s LGN. A short report of some 
of these data has been published previously (Wilson, 1986). 

Materials and Methods 
Physiology. Each of the 7 monkeys (Macacu mulatta) was initially anes- 
thetized with an intramuscular injection of ketamine (15 mg/kg). An 
anesthetic dose of pentobarbital (30-60 mg) was then given through a 
venous cannulation tube followed by continuous infusion of 5% dextrose 
in Ringer’s solution. A tracheotomy was performed to allow artificial 
respiration when the monkey was paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide. 
The paralytic continued to be given at lo-20 mg/hr in the infusion 
solution throughout the experiment. Respiration rates and volumes were 
adjusted to produce a 4.5-5.0% CO, level at the tracheal tube as mea- 
sured breath-by-breath with a CO, monitor. A mixture of N,O and 0, 
(75%:25%) was used as the inspired gas. Heart rate, rectal temperature, 
and blood pressure were all continuously monitored. With the head in 
a stereotaxic holder, a cranial opening 10 mm in diameter was made 
by a trephine over the estimated position of the LGN. After surgery, 

the level of anesthesia was adjusted with additional pentobarbital (l-3 
mg/kg-hr) for the remainder of the experiment such that no heart rate 
change occurred following a finger pinch. 

To prevent the corneas from drying out and to focus the eyes on a 
tangent screen, contact lenses were placed on the eyes. The radii of these 
lenses were chosen to focus stimuli located at a distance of 17 1 cm onto 
the retinae. Additional corrective lenses in front of the eyes were used 
when slit retinoscopy indicated that the images would be more than 
one diopter out of focus. 

Beveled glass microelectrodes were lowered into the brain through a 
guide tube to record electrical potentials from LGN neurons. The mi- 
cropipettes contained 4% HRP in a KC1 and trisma buffer solution (pH 
7.4). A plastic cap was cemented around the cranial hole to provide a 
chamber in which warm agar could be poured around the electrode. 
Hot wax was poured on top of the cooled agar. This achieved a hydraulic 
seal for the craniotomy to reduce pulsations. An intracellular amplifier 
provided both DC and filtered AC standard recording signals to an 
oscilloscope and audio monitor. 

Once the action potentials from a neuron were picked up and isolated, 
the waveform was noted. Somata recordings with these electrodes gen- 
erally had biphasic waveforms with a change in the rising slope between 
the initial segment and the soma/dendritic response (IS-SD break), while 
axons had monophasic waveforms with a rapid rise time (Bishop et al., 
1962). The receptive field of each neuron was plotted on the tangent 
screen with small spots of light. Characteristics measured or noted for 
each neuron were (1) latency to optic chiasm stimulation, (2) eye dom- 
inance, (3) approximate color preference for the receptive field center 
(red, green, or blue), (4) phasic or tonic responses, and (5) linear or 
nonlinear responses to a grating pattern. Grating patterns were generated 
on a 603 Tektronic or 1332A Hewlett-Packard monitor oscilloscope. 
The patterns were counterphase-modulated at 2 Hz over several spatial 
frequencies near the maximum resolution of the neurons. The responses 
were audibly checked for frequency doubling (nonlinear = response at 
each phase change) or fundamental responses (linear = response only 
to alternate phase changes and a null point; Shapley et al., 198 1). De- 
tailed analysis of responses to colored stimuli were not carried out due 
to time considerations. Thus, morphological correlations with physio- 
logical classifications based on responses to color could not be made. 

After obtaining as many of these data as commensurate with stability 
of the recording for each neuron, the microelectrode was advanced in 
rapid steps of 2-4 Frn with a Burleigh Inchworm Drive coupled with 
l-2 nA of positive current pulses to penetrate the neural membrane. 
Such penetrations were revealed by a voltage drop on the DC recording 
trace of lo-50 mV. Once penetrated, the receptive field center was 
rechecked for its position and response along with the latency to optic 
chiasm stimulation to verify that the electrode had entered the neuron 
that had previously been extracellularly characterized. HRP was then 
iontophoresed into the neuron over a l-10 min period with 4-8 nA 
pulses of positive square-wave current (300 msec) from a 90 V battery 
integrated into the circuitry of the intracellular amplifier. Actual current 
passing through the tip was measured by a special circuit that operated 
separate from the recording circuitry. I f  the DC level rose to the original 
baseline at any time, the iontophoresis was halted and the electrode 
moved to a new lamina or retinotopic location. 

Histology. Upon completion of the HRP injections, the monkey was 
deeply anesthetized and perfused transcardially with a buffered phos- 
phate solution containing 1% paraformaldehyde, 2% gluteraldehyde, 
and 5% sucrose. The LGN was blocked out and placed in buffer over- 
night. The next day the block was sectioned into 50-pm-thick pieces in 
a coronal plane with a Vibratome. These sections were treated with 
either diaminobenzidine or a Hanker-Yates procedure (Hanker et al., 
1977). Each section was then wet-mounted on a slide with buffer solution 
and examined for HRP-filled neurons. Sections containing such neurons 
were further processed for electron microscopy by osmication, dehy- 
dration, and embedding in Epon 8 12. 

A drawing of each HRP-filled soma and all of its dendrites was made 
using a lightmicroscope with a camera lucida attachment. Usually, the 
50-Km-thick section containing the soma also contained numerous prox- 
imal, intermediate, and distal dendrites. This tissue was further cut with 
an ultramicrotome into serial sections about 80 nm thick and picked 
up on Formvar-coated slotted grids. Every 4th section (or 5th section 
in initial cases) was stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and 
examined with a Zeiss S9 electron microscope. Adjacent sections were 
stained and checked for questionable synapses. 

All pieces of HRP-filled dendrites with synapses on them were pho- 



Table 1. Summary of the number of HRP-filled neurons observed in 
each lamina of the rhesus monkey’s dLGN and as grouped by 
receptive field center response (ON or OFF) 

Lamina 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

Center response 

ON OFF 

8 1 
2 1 
0 4 
0 3 
4 1 
0 1 

tographed at a magnification of 8500 x The negatives were printed at 
a final magnification of 25,500 x to allow identification of the terminal 
types making synaptic contacts with the dendrites. The dendrites re- 
maining in the uncut part of the thick section were redrawn after every 
24th thin section. This helped to pinpoint the site of the synapses onto 
the pieces of dendrites that had just been cut in the previous 24 sections. 

In order to determine the number of synapses that might be missed 
by observing every 4th section instead of complete serial reconstruc- 
tions, a sample of an additional neuron’s dendritic tree was checked for 
synapses both in serial sections and observing every 4th section. This 
procedure showed that only synapses related to terminals with flattened 
vesicles (F type) were underestimated (see Results). 

Results 
Physiology 
Over the course of this study, 25 neurons in the LGN were 
recorded electrophysiologically, injected with HRP, and re- 
covered after reacting the sections. Table 1 lists the lamina in 
which each soma was located and its center response, ON or OFF. 
This table supports the results of Schiller and Malpeli (1978), 
who found that most parvocellular ON center neurons were lo- 
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cated in the dorsal 2 lamina (laminae 5 and 6), and most par- 
vocellular OFF center neurons were located in the ventral 2 par- 
vocellular laminae (laminae 3 and 4). The significant exceptions 
to this separation are 2 om center neurons in laminae 5 and 6 
which will be shown to be interneurons (see below). The em- 
phasis of this paper will be on 9 neurons that were examined 
with the electron microscope. Seven of these were relay neurons 
and 2 were interneurons. 

Table 2 lists the properties of each of the 9 neurons used for 
EM examinations. Also shown are 3 additional, linearly re- 
sponding magnocellular neurons to compare with the nonlinear 
magnocellular cell (cell 33-69). Figures l-3 are drawings of ail 
of these neurons. The first 7 had somata located in the parvo- 
cellular laminae (laminae 3-6). These had typical receptive fields 
whose centers responded best to colored stimuli. Latencies to 
optic chiasm stimulation were in the 24 msec range as expected 
for the medium conduction speeds of their afferents. 

Cells 12-28 and 36-93, also located in the parvocellular lam- 
inae, did not appear to be unusual in most of their electro- 
physiological properties when they were recorded and injected, 
even though they had o~i center responses; i.e., some cells were 
expected to have OFF center responses in the upper 2 laminae 
(Schiller and Malpeli, 1978). However, they were later found to 
have distinct light and EM morphologies identifying them as 
interneurons. These morphological details are provided in a 
later section. Two further electrophysiological properties were 
of interest post hoc for these neurons. First, cell 12-28 had an 
ON response to a blue screen of a colored television monitor. 
There was no response to the yellow, red, green, or black colors 
also being flashed consecutively on the screen. The screen was 
centrally located in the visual field far from the cell’s receptive 
field center, which was in the far periphery. This observation 
was fortuitious because this result was not derived from a pro- 
cedure normally used to test the cells. Since there were no other 

Table 2. Summary of pertinent data from HRP-filled neurons of the monkey’s dLGN 

Cell Lam. 
Center 
response 

Center Coordinates 

size (deg) 

(deg) Azim. Elev. 

Optic 
chiasm 
latency 
(msec) Other 

8-28 3 OFF 

17-31 4 OFF 

21-54 6 ON/OFF 

21-66 6 ON 

23-53 6 ON 

12-28 4/6 OFF 

36-93 5 OFF 

17-65 2 ON 

33-69 2 OFF 

29-25 2 ON 

36-55 2 ON 

36-87 2 OFF 

0.5 
* 
0.8 
0.3 
0.4 
2.0 
0.5 
* 
* 

0.6 
1.1 
0.5 

2 2 
37 0 

7 -6 
10 -7 
7 -2 

44 -9 
2 7 

27 -7 
2 -2 
1 1 

18 10 
5 4 

3.0-3.5 
3.3-3.5 
- 
- 
2.7-3.0 
2.4-2.7 
4.0 
1.4-1.5 
1.7-1.9 
1.6-1.7 
1.3-1.5 
1.7-1.9 

Red 
Red and green 
ON green; OFF red 
Red and green 
Red and white 
White” 
h 

Linear 
Nonlinear 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 

The top 9 cells were used for electron microscopy. Because 3 of the cells (*) had poor recording stability, the receptive 
field centers were not accurately plotted prior to the injections. Azim., azimith; Elev., elevation: coordinates in the visual 
field for the receptive field center. Optic chiasm latencies are the range for the measurements made from the OX shock 
to the initial foot of the action potential of the dLGN cell. “Other” category shows the color to which the parvocellular 
neurons had excitatory responses and the counterphase-modulated grating responses for magnocellular neurons. 
u This cell had an ON center response to a large blue stimulus (lo” x 10” RGB monitor screen) 25” from the receptive 
field center. 
h An ON center cell was simultaneously recorded extracellularly and its receptive field center was next to that of this 
neuron’s center. 
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cells to compare it against in this regard, this is simply a point 
of information. Second, during the extracellular part of the re- 
cording procedures for cell 36-93, another cell’s action potentials 
were also picked up. The second cell had an ON center receptive 
field that was located next to the receptive field center of the 
OFF cell. Thus, the OFF center cell (cell 36-93) had its center in 
the surround of the ON center cell. This may have significance 
in terms of the functional aspects of the OFF center interneuron 
(see Discussion). 

The last 5 cells in Table 2 were located in magnocellular 
lamina 2, and their latencies to optic chiasm stimulation re- 
flected the fast conduction speeds of their retinal inputs. Re- 
cording stability was generally poor for the neurons located in 
the ventral laminae of the LGN. Therefore, little time was spent 
on mapping the receptive fields other than to determine their 
positions, center responses to white light, and sometimes their 
size. A property considered to be more important was their 
response to a grating pattern. Cell 33-69 had doubling responses 
to the counterphased modulated grating pattern and was clas- 
sified as nonlinear. The remaining 4 cells had only a fundamental 
response at any spatial frequency tested and were thus consid- 
ered to be linear. 

Morphology 
Relay neurons 
LIGHT MICROSCOPY 

Neurons that had an axon leaving the LGN were considered to 
be relay cells. All of these relay neurons had HRP extending 4- 
6 mm along their axons. Each axon eventually reached the optic 
radiations (but not the pregeniculate nucleus) before the HRP 
faded out. Only one axon was observed to have an intrageni- 
culate collateral branch. This axon was from cell 17-65 whose 
soma was located in lamina 2. The parent axon initially coursed 
ventrally, and the collateral came off near its most ventral point. 
The collateral went into lamina 1, where it faded out near the 
ventral border of the LGN. The parent axon turned and exited 
near the posterior pole of the LGN. 

The soma sizes and dendritic patterns of the relay neurons 
were not different from those previously described with Golgi 
staining techniques (Figs. 1, 2; e.g., Saini and Garey, 1981; 
Wilson and Hendrickson, 1981). That is, the dendrites of the 
relay neurons from the parvocellular and magnocellular laminae 
generally radiated out from the somata and occasionally showed 
some orientation preference. Most of the dendrites ended lOO- 
200 Km from the soma center with only a few reaching further 
than 200 pm. The HRP continued to fill the dendrites to their 
termination point, so all of the dendritic tree was visualized 
from the injection. Some dendrites crossed laminar borders and 
reached short distances into other laminae. The magnocellular 
neurons typically had more dendrites and more branch points, 
resulting in total dendritic lengths greater than those of the 
parvocellular neurons. Neuron 17-65 was an exception in having 
short dendrites with a cumulative total length more in the par- 
vocellular range (Fig. 2, Table 3). Neuron 33-69 is typical of 
the magnocellular neurons, and its data (Table 3) are probably 
more representative than the data of neuron 17-65. Three other 
magnocellular neurons that were not examined with the electron 
microscope are drawn in Figure 2. These had linear responses 
to grating patterns and are shown to emphasize that linear cells 
could also have large dendritic trees like that observed for the 
nonlinear cell (cell 33-69). 

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Terminal types. The terminals associated with synapses in the 
LGN can be grouped into 3 major types, each of which has 
distinctive features by current EM techniques of fixation. Guil- 
lery and Colonnier (1970) provided the currently used classi- 
fication of these types nearly 20 years ago. 

The first type of terminal is one which contains loosely dis- 
tributed round vesicles, is relatively large in size and has pale 
mitochondria (RLP type; Fig. 4B). From degeneration and au- 
toradiographic studies, these terminals are known to originate 
from retinal ganglion cells (Colonnier and Guillery, 1964; Pecci- 
Saavedra et al., 1968; LeVay, 197 1; Hendrickson, 1972; Wong- 
Riley, 1972). The second type of terminal also has round ves- 
icles, is relatively small in size, and, when mitochondria are 
present, they are dark (RSD type; Fig. 4C). Many of these ter- 
minals are derived from cortical areas (Szentagothai et al., 1966; 
Jones and Powell, 1969; Winfield et al., 1975). The remainder 
are probably from brain-stem nuclei (Robson and Hall, 1977; 
Torrealba et al., 1981; Weber and Kalil, 1987) and may have 
characteristics somewhat different from RSD (deLima et al., 
1985; Cucchiaro et al., 1988) but would have been included in 
this category for this study. The third major type of terminal (F 
type) is mainly characterized by the shape of its synaptic vesicles 
(Fig. 4B). These can be described as flattened or pleomorphic. 
These terminals are generally of medium size and have been 
demonstrated to contain GABA (Hendrickson et al., 1983; 
Montero, 1986b). F terminals can many times be subtyped into 
Fl and F2 categories (Guillery, 1969; LeVay, 197 1; Wong-Riley, 
1972; Hamori et al., 1974). In these cases, Fl terminals have 
flatter vesicles within a darker cytoplasmic matrix and several 
dark mitochondria and are always presynaptic. F2 terminals 
have synaptic vesicles that are more variable in size and shape 
and generally do not fill the terminal. Also, the cytoplasmic 
matrix is lighter, and mitochondria are frequently absent. F2 
terminals can be presynaptic to dendrites and postsynaptic to 
Fl, RLP, RSD, and sometimes to other F terminals. The F 
terminals originate from 3 possible sources: dendrites of LGN 
interneurons (F2 or ID: Wong, 1970; Famiglietti and Peters, 
1972; Lieberman, 1973; Hamori et al., 1975; Hamos et al., 
1985) axons of interneurons (Montero, 1987) and axons from 
neurons in the thalamic reticular nucleus (Fl: Ohara et al., 1980; 
Montero and Scott, 198 1). 

In addition to these major types of terminals, there are other, 
infrequently observed, terminal types in the LGN (Pasik et al., 
1986). These include the RMD type observed in monkey (round 
vesicles, medium size, and dark mitochondria; Wilson and Hen- 
drickson, 1981; Figs. 40, 70) and several others observed in 
cat (see Famiglietti and Peters, 1972; Montero, 1987; Cucchiaro 
et al., 1988). 

The synapses made by the 3 major terminal types are typically 
described as asymmetrical (RLP, RSD) or symmetrical (F types). 
However, not all synapses clearly fall into one category or the 
other, and thus the synapse alone cannot be used for categorizing 
terminal types (Wong-Riley, 1972; Rapisardi and Lipsenthal, 
1984). Indeed, some terminals appear to have no synapses as- 
sociated with them at all (5-HT terminals; Wilson and Hen- 
drickson, 1988). 

HRP-jilled neurons. The reaction product obtained from di- 
aminobenzidine or Hanker-Yates procedures is electron dense 
so that somata, dendrites, and axons containing HRP in thin 
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Figure 1. Drawings of parvocellular relay neurons that were filled with HRP in the monkey’s LGN and analyzed with the electron microscope 
for synaptic inputs. Properties are listed in Table 2 for each neuron. Arrows indicate the axon for each neuron. 
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36-55 
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Figure 2. Drawings of magnocellular relay neurons that were filled with HRP in the monkey’s LGN. Cells 17-65 and 33-69 were analyzed with 
the electron microscope for synaptic inputs. Properties of these neurons are given in Table 2. Cell 33-69 had a non-linear response (doubling) to 
a counterphase modulated grating pattern, whereas the rest of the cells had linear response properties (fundamental response and a null position). 
Arrows indicate the axon for each neuron. 
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l looum , 

12-28 36-93 

sections are easily discernible with the electron microscope. Un- 
stained thin sections allow even the smallest structures con- 
taining HRP to be readily found and related to adjacent stained 
sections and light microscopic drawings. The overall density is 
dependent on the amount of HRP injected, and many intra- 
cellular constituents are usually obscured by the reaction prod- 
uct (Figs. 4, 7, 8, 10). HRP-filled somata of relay cells had EM 
characteristics that were the same as previously described by 
other researchers (Colonnier and Guillery, 1964; O’Leary et al., 
1965; Pecci-Saavedra et al., 1968). Very few synapses were ob- 
served onto the somata in this study, but very dense HRP in 
this region made it difficult to see synaptic thickenings. 

Synaptic distributions. The dendrites of HRP-filled relay neu- 
rons in the monkey’s LGN received synapses from all 3 of the 
terminal types (RLP, RSD and F). However, the location or 
distribution along the dendrites varied with each synaptic type 
(Figs. 5, 6). For parvocellular relay neurons, retinal terminals 
mostly contacted proximal dendrites (O-70 Frn from the soma 
center), whereas magnocellular neurons had numerous retinal 
synapses on both proximal and intermediate (71-140 pm) den- 
drites. Protuberances, bumps, or knobs along the relay cell den- 
drites were always the site of an RLP contact, but the reverse 
was not always the case; i.e., RLP terminal contacts were not 

I 

I 

Figure 3. Drawings of 2 interneurons 
filled with HRP in the monkev’s LGN. 
Properties of these neurons are given in 
Table 2. ZLZ 4-5 indicates the inter- 
laminar zone between laminae 4 and 5. 
Note that one of the presynaptic den- 
drites crosses this zone into lamina 4. 
It was considered a dendrite because it 
received synaptic contacts on its prox- 
imal part in lamina 5. 

restricted to the knobs. F synapses were mostly located close to 
the retinal synapses, but additional F synapses were often found 
on intermediate dendrites and infrequently on distal dendrites. 
When the F terminals contacting the HRP-filled dendrites could 
be subclassified, most were of the F2 type for both parvo- and 
magnocellular neurons. 

The distribution of RSD terminals along the dendrites was 
just the reverse of that observed for retinal terminals; i.e., RSD 
terminals rarely contacted proximal dendrites but were the main 
terminal type found on the distal dendrites. Overall, the pattern 
of synaptic distribution on each dendrite of a relay cell was 
retinal and F terminals making synapses on the proximal parts 
and declining with distance from the soma. RSD terminals be- 
gan contacting the dendrites beyond the retinal terminals usually 
and became the most prominent type thereafter (Fig. 5). 

Triads and other serial synaptic arrangements. The magno- 
cellular relay neurons had more complex synaptic circuitry as- 
sociated with them compared with the rather simple circuitry 
associated with the parvocellular relay neurons. That is, the 
parvocellular neurons received contacts from the 3 terminal 
types with little contact between types. On the other hand, sev- 
eral types of interconnections occurred between terminals prior 
to making synapses onto magnocellular neurons. One such ar- 
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Figure 4. Electron photomicrographs of HRP-filled structures located in the monkey’s LGN. A, Soma of cell 2 l-54 showing the nucleus and one 
proximal dendrite. Scale bar, 6 am. B, RLP (retinal) and F (presumed local circuit, GABAergic) terminals contacting an HRP-filled relay cell 
dendrite at arrows. C, RSD (cortical or brain-stem) terminal contacting another HRP-filled relay cell dendrite. D, RMD terminal (presumptive 
brain-stem origin) next to an HRP-filled relay dendrite. Scale bar, 1 pm, also applicable to B and C. 
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Table 3. Summary of quantitative data for synapses and dendritic trees of EM examined HRP-filled neurons in monkey’s dLGN 

A. Synapses counted 

O-70 firn 71-140 wrn > 140 pm Subtotals 

Cell RLP F RSD RLP F RSD RLP F RSD RLP F RSD Total 

8-28 29 23 2 5 6 7 1 0 9 35 29 18 82 

17-31 15 11 10 0 1 5 0 0 0 15 12 15 42 

21-54 104 49 4 0 9 45 0 2 11 104 60 60 224 

21-66 43 32 9 0 2 5 0 2 7 43 36 21 100 

23-53 106 77 2 2 7 16 0 0 0 108 84 18 210 

17-65 138 108 16 35 30 56 0 0 13 173 138 85 396 

33-69 72 61 14 41 52 52 4 10 60 117 123 126 366 

B. Dendritic lengths (pm) 

O-70 pm 71-140 pm > 140 pm Complete tree 

Cell Exam. Total Exam. Total Exam. Total Exam. Total 

8-28 435 1173 413 1493 396 1396 1244 4062 

17-31 84 505 70 358 0 91 154 954 

21-54 572 1239 464 1427 112 564 1148 3230 

21-66 382 1420 120 1572 59 773 561 3765 

23-53 394 848 104 324 0 105 498 1277 

Avg. 2658 

17-65 315 1618 247 1138 60 156 622 2912 

33-69 202 1251 275 4107 330 4867 1007 10,225 

Avg. 6568 

C. Estimated total synapses 

O-70 pm 71-140 pm > 140 prna Subtotals 

Cell RLP F RSD RLP F RSD RLP F RSD RLP F RSD Total” 

8-28 79 78 6 18 27 25 4 0 32 100 105 63 300 

17-31 90 83 60 0 6 26 0 2 7 90 91 93 300 

21-54 225 133 9 0 35 138 0 13 55 225 181 202 600 

21-66 155 144 32 0 33 65 0 33 92 155 213 191 600 

23-53 228 206 4 6 27 49 0 8 16 234 231 69 500 

Avg. 500 

17-65 709 693 82 161 173 258 0 0 34 870 866 374 2000 

33-69 446 472 87 612 971 777 37 115 551 1095 1558 1415 - 

Avg. 3000 

“Synapses counted” are an estimate of all synapses on the dendritic tree as derived under the section entitled Total synapses. 
y In the 2 cases where no peripheral dendrites (> 140 wm) were examined, the estimated number of synapses onto these dendrites was derived by dividing the total 
dendritic length of that region by the examined length for 7 l-140 Frn and using that as the multiplying factor for the counted synapses in 7 l-140 rm. This probably 
resulted in a slight overestimate of the total number of synapses in that area. 

/’ Because of the many variables associated with these synaptic measurements, the estimates of total synapses onto a neuron have been rounded to one significant digit. 

rangement involved a triple synapse in which a retinal terminal 
contacted both an HRP-filled dendrite and an F2 terminal and 
the F2 terminal then contacted the same HRP-filled dendrite 
(Figs. 7, 8). This type of synaptic combination is called a triadic 
arrangement, triad, or triplet and was most frequently observed 
in the magnocellular laminae (see also Pasik et al., 1973b; Win- 
field, 1980; Rapisardi, 198 1). Triad will be the term used in this 
report. Many triads were observed on both magnocellular neu- 
rons, so they were not restricted to the linear or nonlinearly 
responding physiological cell types. Triad number was not quan- 
tified because complete serial examination of all sections was 
not attempted. Although the number of triads was not quanti- 
fied, most of the retinal terminals contacting both magnocellular 
neurons also were observed to contact F terminals. The same 
F terminals were frequently observed to contact HRP-filled den- 

drites in other sections. On the other hand, the retinal terminals 
contacting the HRP-filled dendrites of parvocellular neurons 
infrequently were observed to be contacting F terminals. In 
addition to triads, serial synapses between F terminals were 
sometimes observed in single thin sections prior to their con- 
tacting the HRP-filled dendrites of magnocellular neurons. In 
many of these cases, an Fl type terminal contacted an F2 ter- 
minal, which then contacted the HRP-filled dendrite (Fig. 70). 
Fl type terminals also contacted dendrites of presumptive relay 
cells without an F2 terminal interposed. Another common serial 
synaptic arrangement involved triads with an Fl contacting the 
F2 terminal of a triad. While triads and serial synaptic arrange- 
ments were observed onto the dendrites of parvocellular neu- 
rbns, they were rare. 

Total synapses. Dendritic trees were arbitrarily divided into 
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Figure 5. Drawings of the dendrites and somata of 3 representative HRP-injected neurons showing the positions and types of terminals contacting 
the dendrites. The drawings for the magnocellular and parvocellular neurons represent the HRP-filled structures that were cut and examined with 
the electron microscope from one 50-pm-thick section. Two 50-pm-thick sections were used for the interneuron. The composite drawings of these 
neurons, as numbered, are shown in Figures l-3. RLP, F, and RSD symbols represent a synapse of that terminal type contacting the HRP-filled 
dendrite, whereas the dendritic @END) and soma symbols represent synapses by presynaptic dendrites of the interneuron onto those structures. 
The smalZ asterisk represents an RMD type terminal contacting the magnocellular neuron. Scale bars, 50 pm. 
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3 regions: proximal (O-70 Km from the center of the soma), 
intermediate (7 l-140 ym), and distal (> 140 pm). Estimates 
were made of the total number of synapses contacting the prox- 
imal, intermediate, and distal dendritic regions (Fig. 6c). An 
estimate was also made of the number of synapses contacting 
the entire dendritic tree of each neuron. To derive these esti- 
mates, measurements were made from 2-dimensional drawings 
of the total lengths of all of the dendrites in each region for an 
individual neuron and also the lengths of the dendrites which 
were cut and examined for synapses. The ratio of these 2 lengths 
(total and examined) for each neuron in each region provided 
a multiplication factor to derive the total estimated synaptic 
number from the actually counted number of synapses for each 
region (Table 3). An additional factor considered was the num- 
ber of synapses missed because of examination of only every 
4th thin section. This factor was significant only for F synapses 
because they tended to be more difficult to observe than the 
retinal or RSD synapses; i.e., their postsynaptic densities were 
not prominent. In a count of every section in a series along a 
few dendrites, 44 F terminals were observed compared with 
only 35 observed using every 4th section of the same series. 
Therefore, a correction factor of 1.25 was used to multiply the 
actual synaptic count of F terminals in order to derive their 
estimated total number. All synapses of the RLP and RSD 
terminals were observed using every 4th section and were not 
recounted if observed again in a nearby section, so no correction 
factor was necessary for these types of synapses. An additional 
correction was made for the length of the dendrites in the 
3-dimensional compared with the 2-dimensional drawings. The 
correction used was the value of the sine of 45” because this 
angle would be the average direction of a dendrite from a neuron 
with dendrites extending in all directions, and the sine of 45” 
would be the horizontal or drawn length. Thus, all dendritic 
length values were divided by 0.707 1. 

From Table 3, the average parvocellular relay neuron received 
a total of about 500 synapses on its dendritic tree with most 
contacting the proximal and intermediate dendrites. The 2 mag- 
nocellular neurons had about 2 100 and 4 100 synapses per neu- 
ron (average, 3000). However, as judged from Figure 2, neuron 
33-69 is probably more representative of a magnocellular cell 
than neuron 17-65. 

Synapses per unit dendritic length. Besides the types of syn- 
apses, their distributions, and overall number, the number of 
synapses per unit dendritic length is likely to be an important 
parameter for determining the synaptic effect on the postsyn- 
aptic cell. This is particularly true for terminals originating from 
a single axonal arborization because of the nearly simultaneous 
arrival of action potentials at all of its terminals. Synaptic den- 
sity (synapses per unit membrane area) might be even more 
important, but this requires an accurate measurement of the 
dendritic diameters, which was not attempted in this study. The 
synapses per dendritic length are easily calculated from the den- 
dritic lengths in each region of each neuron and the number of 
synapses estimated. Figure 9 shows these values for each ter- 
minal type in each region of the dendritic tree. 

For the proximal dendrites, there was an average of about 0.3 
synapses (all types) per micron of dendritic length for parvo- 
cellular neurons and about 1.0 synapse per micron for mag- 
nocellular neurons. These values declined by an average of about 
50% for the intermediate dendrites and continued to decline to 
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Figure 6. A and B, Graphs of the percentage of terminal types making 
synapses onto dendrites at proximal (O-70 pm), intermediate (71-140 
pm), and distal (> 140 pm) distances along the dendrites of HRP-filled 
LGN neurons. The upper PAR VO graph shows the average values and 
SD bars (not shown when smaller than the symbol) for the 5 parvo- 
cellular relay neurons drawn in Figure 1. Similarly, the lower MAGNO 
graph is data from the 2 EM-analyzed magnocellular neurons drawn in 
Figure 2. The data points are the percentage of terminals of that type 
for that area of the dendrites (proximal, intermediate, or distal). For 
example, an average of 48% of all terminals contacting the proximal 
dendrites of the parvocellular neurons were F type terminals. C, Graph 
showing the average total number of synapses estimated to contact a 
parvo- or magnocellular LGN neuron for each segment along the den- 
drites. The averages and total are derived from Table 3. 
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Figure 7. Electron photomicrographs of HRP-filled dendrites from LGN relay neurons, A, RLP and F terminals contacting the HRP-filled dendrites 
of a parvocellular relay neuron at arrows. B, Triadic synaptic arrangement where an RLP terminal contacts an F and an HRP-filled dendrite of a 
magnocellular neuron. The F terminal also contacts the same dendrite. Also note the serial synaptic arrangement in which an F terminal (Fl type) 
is contacting the F2 type terminal of the triad. C, A triad onto a dendritic knob of a magnocellular relay neuron. All 3 synapses are rarely present 
in a single section, and the F contact onto the knob is not very prominent in this section. D, A serial synaptic arrangement with an Fl type terminal 
contacting an F2 type terminal that is contacting an HRP-filled dendrite of a magnocellular relay neuron. An RMD type terminal is also contacting 
the same dendrite. Scale bar, 1 Mm. 
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Figure 8. Electron photomicrographs of triads formed from retinal, F2 and HRP-labeled dendrites of magnocellular neurons (,4-C are from neuron 
33-69; D and E are from neuron 17-65). The figures at left have been printed with a short exposure to allow the darkly stained synapses to be more 
clearly observed. Arrows indicate synaptic contacts. Scale bar, 1 pm, in C applies to all photographs. 
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Figure 9. Graphs of synapses per 10 Frn of dendritic length for parvocellular (average of 5) and magnocellular (average of 2) relay neurons of the 
LGN as broken down into retinal (RLP), cortical or brain-stem (RSD), and GABAergic (F) terminals. SD bars are not shown when the values are 
smaller than the symbol. 

a low of 0.1 synapses per micron of dendritic length in the distal 
dendritic regions. The average number of synapses per micron 
of dendritic length over an entire dendritic tree was about 0.2 
for a parvocellular neuron and about 0.5 for a magnocellular 
neuron. 

interneurons 
Two of the recovered HRP-filled neurons had very small somata 
and dendritic patterns that were different compared to those of 
relay neurons (Fig. 3). The soma of one of these neurons was 
located in lamina 5, and the other soma was located in the most 
dorsal lamina of the 4-layered part of the LGN. Most of their 
physiological properties were similar to those of other parvo- 
cellular neurons. The exception to this was that they had OFF 
center responses in contrast to the mostly ON centers of the relay 
cells in these laminae (see Table 1; Schiller and Malpeli, 1978). 
To clarify this last statement in regard to cell 12-28, the up- 
permost lamina in the more anterior portion of the LGN is a 
continuation of laminae 4 and 6 from the 6-layered part of the 
LGN. Therefore, the receptive fields of the neurons in its lower 
part are probably OFF center, while those in the upper part are 
probably ON center. The soma of cell 12-28 was located in the 
upper part of the lamina (see fig. 1 of Wilson, 1986), so it is 
listed as being in lamina 6 for Table 1. Nevertheless, many of 

its dendrites extended into the lower half of the lamina, which 
can be considered as an extension of lamina 4. 

The dendritic patterns of the 2 interneurons were not like 
relay neurons in that the branches frequently came off at nearly 
right angles, and the primary dendrites extended for about 300- 
400 pm from the soma with a maximum of about 600 pm 
observed for one dendrite. Small beads appeared at irregular 
intervals along both the main dendrites and their branches. 
However, beads could not be used as a primary characteristic 
because a few relay neurons also exhibited beads on their den- 
drites (Fig. 1, cell 8-28, for example). 

Much of the dendritic tree of the neuron in lamina 6 (cell 12- 
28) was not observed in the initial search of the wet-mounted 
tissue, and, thus, the more peripheral dendrites were not embed- 
ded in plastic and were unavailable for electron microscopy. 
The tissue fixation for the second neuron (cell 36-93) was rather 
poor, so the EM work done on it was limited. Therefore, the 
EM data from these 2 neurons were useful and important but 
limited to qualitative observations. 

The somata of the interneurons, when examined with EM, 
showed large nuclei with sparse cytoplasm (Fig. 10, A, B). The 
density of the HRP obscured much of the detailed morphology, 
but one nucleus clearly had deep invaginations of the nuclear 
envelope (cell 12-28). 
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Figure 10. Electron photomicrographs of interneurons. A and B, HRP-filled somata of the 2 intemeurons drawn in Figure 3. Arrow in A indicates 
where a presynaptic dendrite contacts (not visible at this magnification) a large proximal dendrite presumed to be from a relay neuron. Scale bars: 
A, 5 pm; B, 2 hrn. C, An HRP-filled presynaptic dendrite from an intemeuron contacts a presumptive relay cell dendrite at the urrow. Synaptic 
vesicles are outlined by HRP in the presynaptic dendrite. D, An RSD terminal contacts an HRP-filled dendrite of an interneuron. E, Another 
vesicle- and HRP-filled presynaptic dendrite with a synapse onto a presumptive relay cell dendrite. Scale bar (C-E), 1 pm. 
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Both interneurons had synaptic vesicles located in all of the 
processes examined using the electron microscope (Fig. 10, C, 
E). Synaptic densities were observed on the membranes next 
to the synaptic vesicles. These synapses contacted dendrites that 
were presumed to be relay cell dendrites. The HRP-filled den- 
drites also received contacts from RLP, RSD, and F terminals. 
One of these presynaptic dendrites received synaptic contacts 
from retinal terminals that also contacted the same relay cell 
dendrites as the presynaptic dendrites (i.e., formed a triad). 
Because the processes from these neurons received contacts as 
well as making contacts, they were considered to be presynaptic 
dendrites. When an HRP-filled presynaptic dendrite containing 
synaptic vesicles contacted a terminal that also contained pleo- 
morphic synaptic vesicles, the direction of the synapse could 
not be determined. Despite the extended observations made on 
the dendrites of these 2 neurons (several 50-pm-thick sections 
were examined), the synaptic contacts made onto them were 
infrequent compared with relay cells (Fig. 4: compare the parvo- 
and magnocellular neurons versus the interneuron). 

Most of the dendrites of cell 36-93 were located in lamina 5 
along with the soma (Fig. 3). One presynaptic dendrite, which 
also received synaptic contacts, crossed laminar boundaries and 
ended in a complex branching pattern in lamina 4 with presyn- 
aptic contacts onto dendrites. Retinal and F terminals contacted 
the HRP-filled dendrites both in lamina 5 and in lamina 4. No 
response to visual stimuli through the nondominant eye was 
heard, but only a superficial check was made during the re- 
cordings. 

There were no processes originating from the somata or den- 
drites of either interneuron that left the vicinity of the dendritic 
arbors. No myelinated, HRP-filled process was observed for 
one of these neurons (Fig. 3, neuron 12-28). An HRP-filled 
myelinated axon was observed in the dendritic field of the sec- 
ond neuron, but this axon was traced to another HRP-injected 
neuron a few hundred microns away that had the typical features 
of a relay cell. The latter neuron was in another lamina and had 
previously been recorded and injected along the same electrode 
track. 

Discussion 
The main findings of this paper are (1) the types and distribu- 
tions of synapses on the dendritic trees of all relay LGN neurons 
are similar: RLP (retinal) inputs are close to the soma, F (GA- 
BAergic) terminals are mostly near the retinal inputs, and RSD 
(cortical and/or brain-stem) terminals are on intermediate and 
distal dendrites; (2) magnocellular neurons have 2-3 times more 
synapses per dendritic length and about 6 times the total number 
of synapses of parvocellular neurons; (3) magnocellular neurons, 
both linearly and nonlinearly responding types, have complex 
synaptic inputs. such as triads, whereas parvocellular neurons 
have relatively few such involvements of their inputs; (4) par- 
vocellular interneurons have electrophysiological properties 
similar to the relay neurons in their laminae with the exception 
that at least some of them have center responses that are of the 
opposite sign of the relay cells around them. 

Types and distributions of synapses 
Figure 11 provides an illustration of the results of this study 
which will be discussed in this section along with some of the 
other known circuitry for the monkey’s LGN. The primary sen- 
sory inputs, of course, are the retinal afferents. Retinal terminals 
contact relay neurons mostly on their proximal dendrites just 

as they do for cat LGN neurons, and this is not too surprising. 
In this position, these terminals can strongly influence the initial 
segment of the LGN neuron. If it is assumed that only one or 
a few retinal ganglion axons provide the input to relay neurons 
of the monkey’s LGN, as is the case for the cat (Cleland et al., 
1971; Hamos et al., 1987; Mastronarde, 1987b), then the syn- 
chrony of the terminal depolarizations coupled with their prox- 
imity to the LGN neuron’s initial segment should provide a 
very high transfer ratio so that information from the retina can 
be fully relayed to the cortex under the appropriate conditions 
such as in the awake, active state. 

On the other hand, the position of most of the F terminals, 
being very close to the retinal terminals, is ideal for lowering 
the transfer ratio by inhibitory mechanisms. Such inhibition 
could also affect signals from more distal points on the dendrites 
where cortical and/or brain-stem afferents (RSD) make their 
contacts. Lowering the transfer ratio or the signal-to-noise ratio 
would presumably reduce the information going to the cortex 
during conditions such as sleep or inattention (e.g., Coenen and 
Vendrik, 1972; Livingston and Hubel, 1981; Hirsch et al., 1983; 
McCorley et al., 1983; Holdefer et al., 1989). Because many F 
terminals onto the HRP-filled dendrites appeared to be F2 type 
terminals, it is presumed that they were from presynaptic den- 
drites as illustrated in Figure 11. However, some of them may 
have been terminals from axons of interneurons as observed in 
the cat by Montero (1987). Fl type terminals were infrequent, 
but when identified, they were always presynaptic in any syn- 
aptic arrangement. Most of the serial arrangements other than 
triads had an Fl terminal contacting an F2 terminal, which then 
contacted a presumptive relay cell dendrite. In the rat, Fl ter- 
minals have been shown to be derived from the reticular nucleus 
of the thalamus (Ohara et al., 1980; Montero and Scott, 198 1). 
Part of the pregeniculate nucleus (PGN) of the monkey is the 
equivalent of the visual portion of the rat’s reticular nucleus of 
the thalamus (Babb, 1980). If Fl terminals of the monkey are 
also derived from the pregeniculate, then the serial connections 
with F2 type terminals suggests that the PGN could not only 
inhibit LGN relay neurons by direct contact with its dendrites, 
but also disinhibit them via the synapses onto F2 terminals. 
Perhaps the distance of the neuron from the retinotopic locus 
of the visual stimulus determines whether inhibition or disin- 
hibition occurs on the neuron (Schmielau and Singer, 1977; 
Tsumoto et al., 1978). Since the pregeniculate nucleus also re- 
ceives afferents from brain-stem sources and collaterals from 
corticogeniculate axons, it is clearly an important and complex 
source of modulation for sensory signals passing through the 
LGN (e.g., Jones, 1975; Babb, 1980; Crick, 1984). 

The cortex is a major source of neurons providing axons that 
end as RSD type terminals (Jones and Powell, 1969; Pasik et 
al., 1973a; Robson, 1983). Although the present study was un- 
able to determine the source of RSD terminals onto the ex- 
amined relay neurons and interneurons, it seems probable that 
a large percentage of the RSD terminals observed onto the HRP- 
filled neurons of this study were from the cortex. A recent study 
by Weber and Kalil(1987) in the cat concluded that more than 
50% of all RSD terminals observed in the LGN were derived 
from the brain stem. The monkey has not been studied in this 
respect, but within the brain stem, several nuclei contribute 
afferents to the monkey’s LGN that might terminate as RSD or 
similar type terminals at the EM level. First, the superior col- 
liculus sends axons with RSD and RMD type terminals into the 
areas of the LGN where W-like cells reside (Robson and Hall, 
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1977; Torrealba et al., 198 1). Light microscopic evidence in- 
dicates similar projection sites for monkeys (Benevento and 
Fallon, 1975; Hatting et al., 1978). These areas for the monkey 
are the S laminae and the interlaminar zones around the mag- 
nocellular laminae. The superior colliculus is not likely to be 
the source of RSD terminals onto the parvocellular HRP-filled 
neurons, and would probably contribute only a few, at most, 
RSDs onto some dendrites of magnocellular neurons extending 
into the interlaminar zones. As a second possible source of 
brain-stem terminals, deLima et al. (1985) found in the cat that 
terminals containing ACh have synapses in the peripheral part 
of glomerular areas, i.e., close to the retinal terminals. These 
terminals were not labeled as RSD types in their study but did 
have some RSD characteristics and would have been counted 
as RSD types in the present study (see also Cucchiaro et al., 
1988). Although the monkey’s LGN also has ACh within it 
(Fitzpatrick and Diamond, 1980; Dean et al., 1982; Graybiel 
and Ragsdale, 1982; Hess and Rockland, 1983) the EM ter- 
mination sites are unknown. Occasionally, RSD type terminals 
were observed near retinal terminals in the present study and 
their source could have been from brain stem. Finally, seroton- 
in-containing terminals have some of the characteristics of RSD 
terminals, but they rarely make any synaptic contacts at all 
(deLima and Singer, 1987; Wilson and Hendrickson, 1988). 
Therefore, they would not be included in the RSD terminals of 
this study. Terminals from other brain-stem sources to the LGN 
such as the pretectal and parabigeminal nuclei (Hatting et al., 
1986) and locus coeruleus, if they exist (Foote and Morrison, 
1987), have not been studied at the EM level. 

Terminals of the RSD type were mostly distributed along the 
intermediate and distal dendrites, which would reduce their 
effect on the initial segment of a relay cell compared with retinal 
terminals. However, measurements of the electrotonic length of 
the dendrites of cat LGN neurons indicate the possibility of only 
a moderate decrement of about 3wO% (Bloomfield et al., 1987). 
If individual RSD terminals are able to generate EPSPs ap- 
proximately equivalent to individual RLP terminals, then they 
are still capable of a strong influence on the cell’s initial segment 
because they constitute about one-third of all synaptic input to 
each neuron. The main requirement for a significant effect might 
then be the synchronization of their combined firing patterns. 
As mentioned, the retinal terminals in the cat are able to achieve 
this by having most of the terminals derived from only one or 
a few ganglion cell axons, but this is probably not the case for 
RSD terminals. The monkey has not yet been studied for this 
point, but 2 studies in the cat have estimated that hundreds of 
neurons might be required to supply all of the RSD type ter- 
minals onto a single LGN neuron (Robson, 1983; Sherman and 
Koch, 1986). Similar numbers might be expected for monkey 
magnocellular neurons, but considerably less would be required 
for parvocellular neurons (see section on Total Synapses). In 
any case, if single cortical or brain-stem neurons contribute only 
part of the RSD terminals for a single LGN neuron, then many 
of these afferents need to be firing synchronously to strongly 
influence the LGN neuron (see also Wilson et al., 1984). 

A further consideration regarding the characteristic distri- 
butions of synapses onto the dendrites of LGN neurons is how 
the distributions were achieved. Do the afferent axon terminals 
and presynaptic dendrites recognize only selected sites for mak- 
ing synapses (positional markers) or do the distributions derive 
from physical constraints imposed during development? For 
example, physical constraints might involve the portion of the 

dendritic tree available during synaptogenesis. Retinal and cor- 
tical axons reach the LGN long before birth in the monkey with 
retinal axons arriving before cortical axons (Hendrickson and 
Rakic, 1977; Shatz and Rakic, 1981). During this time, the 
dendrites of the LGN neurons are presumably growing. It is 
then possible that the initially short dendrites, destined to be- 
come the proximal dendrites, would have mostly retinal ter- 
minals available at this point in dendritic development. RSD 
terminals would arrive later and be available for synapses onto 
the intermediate and distal dendrites. This developmental se- 
quence, although possible, has little data to support it. Fur- 
thermore, the synapses of F terminals appear to develop mostly 
after birth (Hendrickson and Rakic, 1977). Given their position 
close to the retinal terminals on proximal dendrites, the F ter- 
minal distribution is therefore unlikely to be related to the initial 
dendritic development. The last point suggests that the distri- 
bution of F terminals onto an individual neuron’s dendritic tree 
may be determined by positional markers on the dendrites, and 
this may also be the case for other terminal types as well. 

Interneuron properties 

The small sizes of the somata and the unusual dendritic patterns 
of the 2 interneurons examined in this study agree with previous 
reports of these neuronal properties for presumptive interneu- 
rons studied with Golgi methods in the monkey (Saini and 
Garey, 198 1; Wilson and Hendrickson, 1981; Conley et al., 
1987). The present finding that these interneurons had presyn- 
aptic dendrites confirms previous EM studies that have shown 
synaptic vesicles in neuronal processes also containing ribo- 
somes-a characteristic ofdendrites (Guillery, 1969; Wong, 1970; 
LeVay, 1971; Famiglietti and Peters, 1972; Lieberman and 
Webster, 1974; Hamori et al., 1975; Pasik et al., 1976). Because 
immunocytochemical methods at the EM level reveal similar 
processes and their terminals to contain GABA (Hendrickson 
et al., 1983) while having no axons projecting to cortex (Mon- 
tero, 1986b), these interneurons can be physiologically defined 
as part of the intrinsic, inhibitory circuitry of the LGN. There- 
fore, interneurons are involved in key inhibitory roles in the 
functional aspects of processing of visual signals in the LGN 
(Sillito and Kemp, 1983; Holdefer et al., 1989). 

One aspect of these interneurons that does not match previous 
studies is the lack of an axon for either neuron. Local circuit, 
myelineated axons have been reported for LGN interneurons 
ofthe cat and monkey (Hamori et al., 1978; Hamos et al., 1985). 
In the present study, no myelineated structures were observed 
anywhere around one interneuron and the myelineated axon 
observed in the nearby neuropil of the second interneuron ap- 
peared to originate from a separately injected relay cell. Addi- 
tionally, the somata were closely checked for any processes not 
labeled with HRP projecting from them, but none were found. 
All of the unmyelineated processes from the somata of the 2 
neurons appeared to be dendrites. One of the presynaptic den- 
drites of the second neuron even extended into the middle of 
another lamina. These presynaptic dendrites apparently pro- 
vided all of the necessary synaptic outlets in the local circuits 
of the LGN for these 2 interneurons. Questions to be answered 
are whether the axons of other interneurons extend further than 
the dendrites to permit more long-distance interactions and 
whether the interneurons or the axons themselves have different 
functions compared with the interneurons without axons. 

An important contribution of this study was that the physi- 
ology of these interneurons was essentially the same as that of 
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the relay neurons (see also Hamos et al., 1985, for the cat). Thus, 
despite having few retinal contacts on their proximal dendrites 
and no axonal initial segments, their responses were indistin- 
guishable from relay cells, at least using the tests of this study. 
The single exception related to the sign of the receptive field 
center response. Whereas most of the neurons in laminae 5 and 
6 have ON receptive field centers, these 2 interneurons both had 
OFF centers. Therefore, at least some of the interneurons of the 
parvocellular laminae have receptive field centers opposite those 
of the relay cells in the same lamina. Because these interneurons 
are in a position to mediate feed-forward inhibition, one func- 
tional role might be to suppress undesirable surround responses 
from the relay cells located in the same lamina (see also Sillito 
and Kemp, 1983). That is, if the retinal input to an OFF center 
relay cell has a strong surround response (at light ON), then the 
inhibitory neurons, responding at light ON, could inhibit the 
surround ON responses of the relay cell. Thus, only the OFF center 
information would be sent to cortex and not the ON surround 
responses. Related to this possibility was the observation that 
an ON center cell, which was extracellularly recorded simulta- 
neously with the interneuron in lamina 5, had a receptive field 
center adjoining the OFF cell’s receptive field center; i.e., the 
interneuron’s center was in the surround area of the relay neu- 
ron’s receptive field. Despite the attractiveness of such a 
straightforward function in the LGN’s circuitry, it must be con- 
sidered as an oversimplification because physiological studies 
that eliminate the ON system pathways using D,L-2-amino-4- 
phosphonobutyric acid (APB) show little effect on the responses 
of OFF center cells (Schiller, 1982; Horton and Sherk, 1984). If 
the same is true that ON center cells are little affected by OFF 
center interneurons, it leaves the question of the function for 
these interneurons unanswered and suggests that further tests, 
including those under different states of the animal, may be 
necessary to discern an effect of these interneurons on relay cells. 

Comparison of cell types 
A substantial difference is clear at the light microscopic level 
between the dendritic trees of the 2 magnocellular cells of this 
study. This difference might correlate with their linear/nonlinear 
properties. However, several other magnocellular neurons with 
linear responses have been injected and recovered which have 
large, widespread dendritic trees similar to that of the nonlin- 
early responding neuron (Fig. 2). Therefore, the apparent den- 
dritic differences in the 2 analyzed neurons at the light micro- 
scopic level are unlikely to be related to their linear or nonlinear 
response characteristics. 

From the EM data, the 2 magnocellular neurons, on average, 
had about 6 times as many synapses as the parvocellular neu- 
rons. About half of this number could be accounted for by the 
greater total length of dendrites for one of the magnocellular 
cells. The remaining increase was due to a greater density of 
synapses on the dendritic trees of both magnocellular neurons. 
All 3 types of terminals had more synapses on these neurons. 
This greater synaptic density might relate to the greater soma 
sizes of these neurons (Henneman and Mendell, 198 1). That is, 
with a larger surface area and possibly a lower overall membrane 
resistance, more synapses might be required to achieve the nec- 
essary current density for influencing the neuron’s firing activ- 
ities. This might also be the reason why the small interneurons 
had so few synapses on their proximal dendrites; i.e., smaller 
neurons might need less synaptic input to achieve the necessary 
current density for activation. 

A second major difference between the magnocellular neurons 
compared to the parvocellular neurons was the greater com- 
plexity of the related circuitry for the magnocellular neurons. 
Triads were common for the magnocellular neurons with other 
serial synaptic arrangements also observed, while such synaptic 
circuitry was rarely observed for the parvocellular neurons. Be- 
cause the number of synapses onto magnocellular neurons is 
about 6 times that of parvocellular neurons, it is possible that 
these observations simply reflect their relative probability of 
being observed within single thin sections. However, these ob- 
servations qualitatively support 2 other studies that have used 
serial section analyses of proximal dendrites of monkey LGN 
neurons and reported similar findings (Winfield, 1980; Rapi- 
sardi, 198 1). From the present study, both linearly and nonlin- 
early responding magnocellular neurons have a high number of 
triads associated with their retinal inputs. This complex circuitry 
involved with magnocellular neurons indicates that signals being 
sent through them are capable of being modified more than 
those passing through the parvocellular relay neurons. 

Comparisons with cat data 

Figure 12 provides some comparisons of data derived from cat 
LGN neurons (Wilson et al., 1984) with data from the monkey. 
Several points are worthy of note. 

First, the total dendritic lengths of cat LGN neurons were 
similar to magnocellular neurons and about double those of 
parvocellular neurons of the monkey. Also, there was a higher 
density of synapses on the dendrites for the cat. The total num- 
ber of synapses onto an LGN neuron of the cat was about 1.7 
times more than for a magnocellular neuron in the monkey and 
about 8 times more than for a parvocellular neuron. It should 
be noted that the parvocellular interneurons observed in the 
monkey have dendritic trees that are much less extensive than 
those observed in the cat (Friedlander et al., 198 1; Hamos et 
al., 1985). However, magnocellular interneurons have yet to be 
studied in the monkey, and they may be more comparable to 
interneurons in the cat because of the need to supply the higher 
number of F terminals observed in the magnocellular laminae. 

Second, the overall distributions of synaptic types (RLP, RSD, 
F) are very similar between these 2 species with RLP and F 
types being mostly on dendrites close to the soma and RSD 
terminals located mostly on intermediate and distal dendrites. 
However, the percentage of each synaptic type was different 
between the species. In particular, retinal synapses (RLP) are 
30-34% of all synapses in the monkey, but only 8-12% in the 
cat. Because of the larger total number of synapses on neurons 
in the cat compared with those in the monkey, the RLP ter- 
minals onto a neuron in the LGN are about equal for a mag- 
nocellular neuron of the monkey and an X- or Y-cell of the cat. 
On the other hand, F terminals onto a neuron in the cat’s LGN 
outnumber those onto a neuron in the monkey’s LGN, even 
though the percentages are about equal. RSD type synapses on 
a neuron in the cat’s LGN have both a higher percentage and 
number than on neurons in the monkey’s LGN. 

The physiological significance of these differences between cat 
and monkey is speculative, at best, particularly because it is not 
at all clear whether the major physiological emphasis should be 
on the relative number or the absolute number of terminals on 
a neuron. Only RSD terminals have higher percentages and total 
numbers for the cat versus monkey. Perhaps this reflects a great- 
er influence of cortex or brain stem on neurons in the cat’s LGN, 
but there is little physiological data to address this issue. The 
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Figure 12. Synaptic comparisons of cat and monkey LGN neurons. 
The tcppc’r graph compares the total number of synapses onto the dcn- 
dritic trees of X. Y, parvocellular, and magnocellular neurons. Note 
that the number of synapses onto cat LGN neurons is greater for F and 
RSD types. but similar for RLP terminals. The lotrw graph compares 
the percentages of each terminal type for these same cell types. The 
percentages are the proportion of each terminal type (RLP, F, RSD) 
from the total number of synapses onto each type of cell (X, Y, Parve, 
or Magno). Note that the percentages for each terminal type contacting 
monkey LGN neurons are about equal. 

only correlation with some data is that of the greater number 
of F terminals onto LGN neurons of the cat possibly being 
related to the greater occurrence of nondominant eye inhibition 
for cat versus monkey LGN neurons (e.g., Sanderson et al., I97 1: 
Marrocco and McClurkin. 1979; Rodieck and Dreher, 1979; see 
also Wilson. 1982). 

In the cat, Class 2 X-cells. with many spiny appendages on 
their dendrites (Guillery. 1966), have a high percentage oftriads, 
whereas Class I Y-cells have few spines and a low percentage 
of triads (Wilson et al., 1984). The difference between X-cells 
and Y-cells was emphasized in that study. but many Class 2 
cells are Y-cells (Friedlander et al., 1981) and many Class I 
cells have recently been observed to be X-cells (Rapisardi et al., 
1986; Humphrey and Weller, 1988). Therefore. the more relc- 
vant correlation could be that of triads with Class 2 cells as 
Rapisardi and Miles (I 984) have suggested. The appendages or 
spines of these neurons arc unlikely to be a relevant factor bc- 
cause monkey LGN neurons do not usually have such processes 
on their dendrites yet have many triads for the magnoccllular 
neurons. As a clue to the function of triads, the question could 
be asked. “What arc the common physiological characteristics 

of Class 2 cells in the cat and magnocellular cells in the monkey 
which are different from their retinal inputs and might therefore 
correlate with triads as the substrate for the differences?” The 
major problem in attempting to answer this question is the lack 
of data relating changes in going from retinal signals to LGN 
signals for both Class 2 cells of the cat and magnocellular cells 
of the monkey (however, see Shapley et al., 198 I : Wilson et al., 
1988). For example. magnocellular neurons are phasic relative 
to the tonically firing parvocellular neurons, but retinal inputs 
to magnocellular cells arc phasic as well (deMonasterio and 
Gouras, 1975; Schiller and Malpeli, 1977; deMonasterio. 1978: 
Crook et al., 1988). Whether magnocellular cells are more phasic 
than their retinal inputs has not been determined. In the cat. X 
or sustained cells have lower maintained and driven activities 
in the LGN compared with their retinal counterparts (Cleland 
et al.. 1971: Bullier and Norton, 1979). If most of the X-cells 
in these studies were Class 2 cells, then the triads might be the 
substrate that reduced theiractivities, although the X-cells clear- 
ly have not become phasic in their responses. Stevens and Gcr- 
stein (I 978) reported an inhibitory pause immediately after a 
retinal action potential to X-cells in the cat’s LGN and suggested 
that this was due to the triads contacting these neurons. This 
would have the effect of limiting the rate that these neurons 
could respond to their retinal inputs or might produce a reduced 
initial phase as observed for lagged X-cells in the cat (Mastro- 
narde, 1987b; Humphrey and Weller, 1988). 

Although their function remains elusive, a clear point in both 
the cat and monkey LGNs is that triads are the most outstanding 
synaptic difference between Class I and Class 2 cells in the cat 
and parvocellular and magnocellular cells in the monkey. 
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